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Abstract Cold spraying has emerged as a promising

technique for the repair of metallic components. Manipu-

lating the cold spray gun by industrial robots, referred to as

robot-guided cold spraying, enables flexible and controlled

material deposition. This work proposes a concept for

automated planning of robotic cold spray paths and tra-

jectories, enabling effective and efficient material deposi-

tion at specified repair locations. The concept incorporates

predefined cold spray parameterizations and boundary

conditions to provide the best possible material deposition

for the individual repair application. The concept begins

with the extraction of the volume to be filled. This volume

is then sliced into suitable adaptively curved layers and

converted into point clouds for path planning. Subse-

quently, the cold spray path is converted into a trajectory

by adding a calculated spray velocity profile to produce the

required locally varying layer thicknesses. In addition,

simulation of the material deposition and a kinematic

analysis of the simulated trajectory are performed. These

are utilized as performance indicators for assessing deposit

quality and material efficiency, enabling the validation and

improvement of the parameterized trajectory. Finally, the

implementation of the entire concept is demonstrated by

representative use cases. The results demonstrate success-

ful automated path and trajectory planning by the proposed

concept, contributing to the overall goal of automated

repair of damaged components by cold spraying.
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Introduction

The global consumption of resources and environmental

impact are major challenges of modern times. Efficient

component manufacturing and repair processes are essen-

tial to reduce global waste and energy consumption and to

avoid prospective shortages in natural resources. New

repair routes can be developed using additive manufac-

turing techniques to restore locally damaged areas of

components with minimal use of resources. In this regard,

cold spraying (CS) has emerged as an advantageous tech-

nique for repair applications and has already been suc-

cessfully applied in various studies (Ref 1-3). As a solid-

state technique, CS provides substantial advantages over

thermal processes for depositing oxidation-sensitive mate-

rials (Ref 4). The advantages of CS include high deposition

rates and low temperature input to the deposit material,

resulting in possible high-quality repair (Ref 5, 6). How-

ever, to meet the required materials properties, the
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deposition must be precisely controlled with respect to

primary CS process parameters, such as process gas tem-

perature or process gas pressure. In addition, secondary

parameters concerning the kinematics such as spray angle,

spray distance, spray velocity and spray trace distance are

crucial for successful deposition (Ref 7). These secondary,

kinematic parameters describe the motion of the CS nozzle

relative to the substrate and, like the primary parameters,

directly affect the deposit properties. The spatial descrip-

tion of the impinging CS spot is given by the tool center

point (TCP) of the robot’s CS gun. Since terminology in

the literature is often not consistent, definitions for the

secondary, kinematic parameters are introduced according

to the EN ISO 14917 standard (Ref 8). The transverse

velocity of the robot TCP is referred to as the spray

velocity in CS, which thus defines the relative velocity of

the spray jet to the substrate. The spray angle defines the

angle between the center line of the spray jet to the surface

of the substrate. The distance between the face of the

nozzle outlet and the substrate surface is defined by the

spray distance. The spray trace distance defines the dis-

tance between the centers of adjacent spray traces and thus

influences the overlap of spray traces and coating thickness

per layer. Consequently, an increase of the spray trace

distance results in a decrease of the overlap, assuming that

the spray trace distance is always smaller than the trace

width. The material efficiency specifies the deviation

between the required material at the repair location and the

actual deposited material and can be determined by the

deviation between the nominal closing surface and the

actual final deposit surface. The deviation can account for

excess and missing material by considering the sign. High

material efficiency thus implies efficient use of spray

material and a low demand for surface finishing.

Results in literature indicate that best material properties

can be expected at a spray angle orthogonal (90�) to the

substrate surface (Ref 9-11). The required kinematic pre-

cision can be achieved by manipulation with industrial

robots, here referred to as robot-guided CS. For controlled

material deposition, this requires systematic path planning

considering the specific boundary conditions by CS. With

the spray path representing the geometric movement, and

all of the mentioned kinematic parameters, the robot

motion has a direct effect on the material deposition and

thus on the deposit quality. To additionally enable path

planning for additive volumetric buildup for repair by CS,

a layer-by-layer approach is required. In order to solve

these tasks, specific approaches are described in the liter-

ature. However, a comprehensive concept for automated

and controlled manipulation of the material deposition is

required. This concept should be adaptable to different

geometries and parameterizations of the process.

Consequently, such a concept is addressed within the scope

of this work.

For successful repair by CS, the damaged zone must be

pre-machined to provide defined surface quality and

geometries that meet the geometric boundary conditions

for subsequent deposition (Ref 7, 12). The machining of

the damaged zone inevitably results in a concave surface

geometry. In this case, material deposition must cope with

possible differences in layer thickness, adjustable spray

distance and the limitation of the available working space.

In this respect, trajectory planning becomes important for

locally controllable material deposition by CS. Trajectories

include an underlying path and the velocity and accelera-

tion of the robot motion. In order to fill a concave surface,

varying layer thicknesses need to be deposited to aim for

near-net-shape filling. Near-net-shape refers to the manu-

facturing of components with final geometries and surfaces

close to the predefined dimensions, which enables higher

material efficiency and reduced efforts for surface finish-

ing. Consequently, the spray velocity could be adapted to

control the amount of material deposited per area per time.

Nault et al. (Ref 13) state the importance of investigating

the spray velocity for defined layer generation. The mate-

rial deposition to a unit area per time is proportional to the

powder feed rate and inversely proportional to the spray

velocity. In case of excessive material buildup, the normal

distribution of particle velocity in the gas jet results in

accumulating formation of CS spots with steep sidewalls,

which have a negative effect on the material deposition of

subsequent layers (Ref 14). Thus, the amount of deposited

material must be controlled accordingly within certain

boundary conditions. In addition, as reported in the litera-

ture, a slow spray velocity results in a higher local heat

input onto the substrate (Ref 15). This can be beneficial for

coating properties, since coatings with low porosity can be

obtained. Improved deposit properties at slow spray

velocities can be attributed to locally attained higher

effective surface temperatures (Ref 16). In contrast, locally

higher surface temperatures can cause higher residual

stresses, which can even result in delamination of the

deposit (Ref 17). On the other extreme, applying exces-

sively fast spray velocities can result in higher deposit

porosity, which might not fulfill repair requirements (Ref

15, 17). Limits also apply to the powder feed rates. The

literature reports that excessive powder feed rates can

result in higher residual stresses and possible delamination

of the coating (Ref 18). However, these effects, attributed

to excessive material buildup, can be counterbalanced by

an increased and matching spray velocity (Ref 18). In

contrast, a too low powder feed rate is uneconomic due to

higher gas consumption with less powder loading (ratio of

mass flow rate of powder to the mass flow rate of gas) (Ref

19).
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In addition to the deposit-related boundary conditions,

also construction-related limits of the robot (e.g., joint

limits) in combination with the given cavity dimensions

under repair have to be considered and set the limits of the

dynamic robot motion. In ideal, the dynamics of the robot

should be used systematically for each unit area to ensure

controlled heat input and efficient material deposition.

Consequently, this results in a required parameter range for

the best possible material deposition and the need to match

all parameters for robot-guided CS accordingly. In order to

consider all the influencing factors that have an impact on

the quality and efficiency of the CS application, these

complex interactions need to be systematically identified

and integrated into a comprehensive concept.

Basic ideas for such a concept can already be found in

the literature. Chen et al. (Ref 20) proposed an adaptive

spiral trajectory for CS repair. An Archimedean spiral was

used to ensure a constant distance between two adjacent

spray traces. The trajectory was composed of two sym-

metrical Archimedean spirals. These were adjusted to the

damage contour by linear transformation. For each target

point, the spray velocity was adapted to the corresponding

depth of the crater geometry by applying an approximate

linear correlation between spray velocity and coating

thickness. The results demonstrated a successful repair of

the component with sufficient quality concerning porosity

and bonding strength. However, the proposed spiral tra-

jectory incorporated deviations from the orthogonal spray

angle to the local surface. In the given example, the tra-

jectory was functional for the use case, since the surface

showed only small angular inclinations. For possibly larger

inclinations, the local spray angle must be considered.

Furthermore, the trajectory was repeated 30 times with a

constant distance between CS gun and component, result-

ing in a constantly decreasing effective spray distance. No

information was provided on the calculation of the required

number of repetitions. For maintaining best possible CS

conditions, it would be necessary to employ a layer-by-

layer approach that considers the required number of layers

with individually adapted spray distance.

Spiral trajectories were also used by Wu et al. (Ref 12).

The authors proposed a framework for a complete repair

process by CS. This framework contained a 3D scanning

system for damage analysis and recognition, a damage

pattern database and a robotic CS repair system. The data

obtained by the 3D scanning system of the component were

matched with existing damage patterns of the database for

identifying standard defects. This information was used to

determine a repair strategy, providing a suitable CS spiral

trajectory for the material deposition. However, challenges

remain related to the above-mentioned spiral trajectory

method with respect to spray angle and spray distance.

In order to address all these tasks, this contribution

proposes a comprehensive concept for automated path and

trajectory planning for automated repair by robot-guided

CS. This concept enables automated and controlled

manipulation of the material deposition that allows adap-

tation to different geometries and parameterizations of the

process. According to this concept, the paths and trajec-

tories are planned based on the input geometry and the

specific volume to be produced. In addition, the concept

offers the capability to assess and improve the simulated

trajectories with respect to suitability for required deposit

quality and material efficiency. The concept is presented in

the next section. The results section details the application

of the concept with representative use cases. The results are

then discussed from a broader perspective to finally con-

clude this work and to outline future research activities in

ongoing projects.

Concept

This section describes the concept for automated path and

trajectory planning to enable automated repair by robot-

guided CS. The section is divided into the following sub-

sections: The first subsection contains the determination of

the volume to be produced by CS. In addition, the volume

is divided into adaptively curved layers to ensure the

boundary condition of orthogonal spraying and the

requirement of efficient material use. The second subsec-

tion covers automated path planning for each individual

layer utilizing point clouds and normal vectors. Within the

concept, this step allows to integrate different path algo-

rithms. The third subsection contains the trajectory plan-

ning by adding a spray velocity profile to the generated

path. This enables to control the amount of material

deposition per area per time. In the fourth subsection, the

validity of the determined trajectory is tested by a simu-

lation of the material deposition. Here, the total accumu-

lated deposited material as well as the difference to the

nominal closing surface is determined. The fifth subsection

covers the transfer of the generated trajectory to the robot

environment, the subsequent simulation and the kinematic

analysis. The implementation of the concept was per-

formed in FreeCAD (version 0.20) (Ref 21) and RoboDK

(version 5.5.0) (Ref 22). FreeCAD is a parametric 3D

open-source computer-aided design (CAD) software, con-

taining an interpreter based on the Python programming

language. The proposed concept was implemented using

Python scripts. A connection to the robot programming and

simulation software RoboDK was established. This allows

off-line simulation of generated robot programs, enabling

testing of the programs before they are converted into robot

control code for the real process. The concept additionally
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contains the analysis of the simulated trajectories and

iterative improvement of the parameterization until speci-

fied requirements are fulfilled. This analysis considers the

robot kinematics and the material deposition, which serve

as performance indicators for deposit quality and material

efficiency. By considering the predefined specifications for

the respective repair case, this step guarantees the most

suitable parameterization of the process. Figure 1 depicts

the flowchart of the entire concept.

Adaptive Curved Layer Slicing

In this work, it is assumed that a damaged surface has

already been prepared for subsequent material deposition

by pre-machining to remove the damage and by surface

treatments (e.g., grit blasting) to improve adhesion. Fur-

thermore, it is assumed that CAD models of the nominal

and the actual components are present.

The first step requires the extraction of the volume to be

restored by CS, as shown in Fig. 2. The missing volume

can be determined by comparing the nominal and the

actual digital model of the component using a Boolean

comparison. Alternatively, the volume can be obtained by

combining starting surface and closing spline surfaces.

After determining the volume to be cold sprayed, the

volume must be divided into suitable layers to provide the

basis for the layer-by-layer buildup. The stacking of the

sliced layers to form a volume is shown in Fig. 2(c). A

layer is defined as the enclosed volume between two sliced

surfaces. To ensure optimum deposit properties, an

orthogonal spray angle (90� to the local surface) must be

incorporated. Due to the presence of concave surfaces

during repair, curved layers are required to keep the spray

angle orthogonal. In addition, filling of concave surfaces

requires variations in local layer thicknesses. There are

locations where more material is needed and locations

where less material is needed to rebuild the volume. To

save material during deposition and with the aim of pro-

ducing near-net-shape deposits to reduce surface finishing,

variable layer thicknesses are required. In summary, this

results in the proposition of an adaptive curved layer slic-

ing algorithm. The proposed algorithm requires the input of

a starting surface and a closing surface to finally output the

intermediate surfaces. The procedure involves the conver-

sion of the starting surface into a point cloud (collection of

discrete points in 3D space) by using the FreeCAD Points

Workbench and a specified Euclidean distance. This

Euclidean distance determines the spacing between points

and influences the number of points in the point cloud. For

a given geometry, a large Euclidean distance would result

in a point cloud with a small number of points. In contrast,

a small Euclidean distance would result in a point cloud

with a large number of points. Consequently, the Euclidean

distance affects the accuracy of the surface approximation

to represent shape and curvature. A small Euclidean dis-

tance results in a high accuracy of the surface approxi-

mation and is used here accordingly. A normal vector is

assigned to each point of the point cloud to represent

orthogonality to the underlying surface. Based on this, the

following surface is calculated by shifting the points along

the normal vectors. The shift is scaled individually, based

on the distance of the point to the closing surface of the

volume. The scaling refers to the parameters of the
Fig. 1 Flowchart of the concept for automated path and trajectory

planning for automated repair by cold spray.
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minimum and maximum layer thickness that should be

produced. Consequently, points in larger distance to the

closing surface (thick deposit required) are scaled more

than points that are closer to the closing surface (thin

deposit required). In this way, the adaptive approach of the

algorithm guarantees variable layer thickness generation.

After the creation of a following point cloud, this point

cloud is transformed into a spline surface, containing points

and normal vectors for repeating the algorithm. This loop is

repeated until the closing surface of the volume to be filled

is reached. Figure 2(c) shows the result of this slicing

algorithm for a representative case.

Automated Path Planning

The next step of the concept concerns automated path

planning. A path represents a geometric sequence of

movements for the defined robot TCP. The TCP defines the

operating point of the CS gun, and thus, the spatial

description of the impinging CS spot and incorporates a

predefined spray distance.

For the purpose of automated path planning, each indi-

vidually sliced surface has to be considered. A surface is

now converted into another point cloud, again using the

FreeCAD Points Workbench. However, this point cloud

has a different role compared to the slicing step and

therefore uses a different value for the Euclidean distance,

providing the necessary flexibility for path planning. While

in the slicing step the point cloud is used to create new

surfaces and the Euclidean distance represents accuracy of

the surface approximation, in path planning the point cloud

represents the geometry of the robot path and the Euclidean

distance corresponds to the specific CS spray trace dis-

tance. The latter is important in order to adjust to the CS

spot dimensions and enables a controlled layer buildup.

The normal vectors of this point cloud are used to align the

TCP of the robot-guided CS gun and to guarantee an

orthogonal spray angle. To sort the points of the point

cloud, an algorithm is proposed to provide a suitable CS

path. This algorithm starts with determining a corner point

of the point cloud and searches along the search direction

for the nearest points based on minimum distances. To

simplify the geometric calculations, the point positions are

transformed to a local coordinate system. The orientation

of the local coordinate system allows to simplify the search

direction of the algorithm. This local search direction is

directly influenced by the selected path pattern, zigzag or

spiral. For a spiral path, the search direction is always

adjusted at corner points until the spiral path is finally

created. For a zigzag path, the search direction is adjusted

more frequently to achieve the up-and-down movement.

Each point in the point cloud that has already been inclu-

ded by the algorithm for path planning is excluded from

further processing. This guarantees that every point is

included only once in the path. The algorithm enables

establishing path connections that are independent of the

z-coordinate value. This allows creating paths over curved

surfaces. Figure 3 depicts the output of a zigzag and a

spiral path for a given input point cloud. To ensure smooth

motion of the robot while following the path, RoboDK

enables the use of motion blending. The motion blending

parameter enables rounding of the executed robot motion at

path edges to ensure smooth transitions between consecu-

tive movements. Combining all the individual paths per

surface creates an overall path for the total volume. This

overall path incorporates transitions between the individual

paths, where respective end points of the previous path

correspond to the start point of the following one.

In order to ensure a smooth robot motion, the TCP

orientations given by the normal vector sequence should

include smooth transitions. When depositing material on

complex surfaces with possible changes in the path direc-

tion, sudden changes in the orientation of the TCP may

occur. Although orthogonality is ensured for the respective

path points, the sudden changes can result in unnecessary

accelerations of the robot joints to adjust to the next robot

configuration. Such jerky motion can be unfavorable for

the deposit quality (Ref 23). As stated, the best material

Fig. 2 Result of adaptive curved layer slicing, (a) initial component surface, (b) extraction of the volume to be manufactured, (c) cross section of

the resulting surfaces and layers
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properties are obtained by an orthogonal spray angle to the

substrate surface. However, literature indicates that small

deviations from an orthogonal spray angle could be toler-

able, depending on the respective application (Ref 9). This

results in a tradeoff between smoothness and strict

orthogonality, both influencing the quality. For automated

path planning, an algorithm was implemented that applies

normal vector smoothing using a sliding window approach.

In a loop, a single normal vector is selected and compared

with the previous and following normal vector with respect

to the angle change. By choosing the magnitude of

smoothing, the angular changes are minimized, ensuring

smooth transitions between changes in TCP orientations.

The averaged angular deviations from orthogonality are

calculated and allow the appropriate selection of the

smoothing magnitude.

Automated Trajectory Planning

In this step, the planned path is converted into a trajectory.

The trajectory now includes the spray velocity, which is

calculated based on the sliced surfaces. The required layer

thickness assigned to each point defines the locally

required spray velocity. The spray velocity is thus the

parameter for ensuring variable layer thicknesses.

The spray velocities are calculated based on the

respective actual working surface and the subsequently

following support surface. The normal vectors from the

path of the working surface are used to determine the

intersection points with the support surface, resulting in

cutting vectors. The length of the cutting vector hl repre-

sents the local layer thickness for an individual point of the

respective layer. A representative illustration for deter-

mining the local layer thicknesses is shown in Fig. 4. The

lower surface always represents the working surface for the

layer to be produced. The locally required layer thickness

hl is then converted into a value for the spray velocity. For

the calculation of the spray velocity, represented as vgun,

the equation proposed by Nardi et al. (Ref 24) is applied:

vgun ¼
u � DE
d � d � h ðEq 1Þ

Fig. 3 Example of path planning for a deposit layer, (a) point cloud, (b) normal vectors, (c) zigzag path, (d) spiral path.

Fig. 4 Example for determining local layer thicknesses between the

working surface and the support surface
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In Eq 1, u denotes the powder feed rate, DE the depo-

sition efficiency, d the nozzle exit diameter (corresponding

to CS spot diameter), d the material density and h the line

height. For the line height h, the corresponding calculated

local layer thickness hl is inserted, while the other

parameters remain constant. The corresponding calculation

is repeated iteratively until every point of the path contains

a spray velocity value, resulting in the final trajectory with

the corresponding spray velocity profile. The generated

trajectories could then be transferred to the robot simula-

tion environment or better, before, assessed with regard to

material deposition.

Modeling and Simulation of the Material Deposition

The simulation of the material deposition serves to check

the validity of the path and the trajectory before further

processing is performed by the robot. Sufficient accuracy

for the deposit buildup must be ensured to verify the tra-

jectory concerning complete filling of the cavity. The

modeling of the material deposition assumes a Gaussian

function to represent local CS spots. The material deposit is

assumed to be normally distributed, due to the normal

distribution of the number and velocities of particles in the

gas jet. To relate the height of the Gaussian function to the

parameterization of the process, the determined local layer

thickness is set as the amplitude (peak height) of the

Gaussian function. This Gaussian function incorporates

height scaling, according to the spray velocity. A high

spray velocity results in a low height of the CS spot and

vice versa. The diameter of the CS spot corresponds to the

nozzle exit diameter. In addition, an orientation of the

Gaussian function corresponding to the local surface cur-

vature and the underlying normal vector is included to

account for the spray angle.

Figure 5 illustrates the simulation of material deposition

for the example of coating a flat surface. Figure 5(a) shows

the flat surface before material deposition. Overlapping of

single Gaussian functions (Fig. 5b), representing CS spots,

forms CS traces (Fig. 5c). The overlap of adjacent CS

traces forms the deposited CS layer (Fig. 5d). The amount

of overlap is determined by the set spray trace distance.

Finally, overlaying of possible multiple CS layers results in

the total deposited volume. The modeled material deposi-

tion in Fig. 5(d) also illustrates the edge losses occurring in

CS, which are caused by the normal distribution

characteristics.

In order to quantitatively evaluate the geometric match

of the final material deposit, the mean deviation of the final

deposit surface to the nominal closing surface is calculated,

which represents material efficiency. The mean deviation is

determined by calculating the signed distances between

sample points on the final deposit surface and the nominal

closing surface. The sum of these distances is then aver-

aged to obtain an overall measure of deviation. This mean

deviation has a sign and can represent both excess material

with a positive sign as well as missing material with a

negative sign. Although in repair applications the cavity

should be at least completely filled, so that a small amount

of excess material is preferable.

Simulation and Kinematic Analysis of the Robot

Trajectory

In this step, the transfer of the trajectory to the robot

simulation environment, details on the subsequent robot

simulation, and the kinematic analysis of the robot motion

are presented. The digital model of the robot cell must

include the executing robot, all relevant tools (e.g., CS gun)

and other peripherals. During the setup of the CS robot, the

specified TCP defines the operating point of the impacting

material, considering the required spray distance. This

spray distance is kept constant for each path point and each

applied layer, respectively, to maintain best possible con-

ditions for material deposition. Figure 6 shows an example

of a robot trajectory simulation for a flat substrate coating

with a zigzag path.

The simulation of the trajectory is performed in the

robot simulation environment and, together with the kine-

matic analysis, serves to verify the feasibility of the robot

motion. Singularities and collisions of the robot must be

avoided. In addition, the kinematic analysis of the simu-

lated robot motion allows indirect conclusions about the

deposit quality by checking the kinematics.

The kinematic analysis considers position, velocity,

acceleration and jerk for the TCP within the Cartesian

space and for the robot joints, respectively. RoboDK allows

to read out joint positions at discrete time steps. By using

the forward kinematics (Ref 25), the position of the TCP

was determined for each respective joint configuration.

Subsequently, the velocity, acceleration and jerk were

calculated by differentiation with the respective time steps.

The kinematic analysis checks whether the robot can pro-

vide the needed spray velocity profile that was calculated

based on the targeted local layer thicknesses and the set

powder feed rate. The prospective feasibility depends on

the dimensions of the cavity and the joint limits of the

respective robot, which determines the dynamic of the

robot motion. Results are presented in the form of a

graphical representation of the kinematics and by calcu-

lated mean values. The mean value of the spray velocity

allows to derive estimates with respect to local heat input

and possible consequences for residual stress development.

The influence of the spray velocity on the effective surface

temperature can also affect the porosity of the deposit.

Furthermore, acceleration and jerk can be considered as
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indicators of having a smooth motion, which is important

for a steady handling of material deposition and thus low

deviations in local layer buildup.

As a feasibility study, the following example presents the

coating with aluminum alloy 6061 powder on a flat substrate

with 250 mm length and 200 mm width. The desired layer

thickness was set to 0.2 mm. In addition, a powder feed rate

of 50 g/min, a deposition efficiency of 70%, a CS spot

diameter of 8 mm, and a calculated spray velocity profile of

ideally constant 135 mm/s were set. The resulting trajectory

was simulated and kinematically analyzed. Fig-

ure 7(a) shows the resulting kinematics for the TCP.

Accordingly, in Fig. 7(b), the kinematics for the joints are

displayed. A Butterworth filter is used to eliminate the noise

in the profiles. The results illustrate the successful applica-

tion of the desired trajectory for the coating example. The

mean spray velocity with a value of 131.87 ± 21 mm/s is

within the required parameter range. The local variations

Fig. 5 Example for modeling of the material deposition, (a) surface before material deposition, (b) illustration of a cold spray spot,

(c) illustration of a cold spray trace, (d) surface after material deposition

Fig. 6 Example of a robot trajectory for a flat substrate coating in the

robot simulation environment
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result from the directional changes of the path. The accel-

erations and jerks are within an acceptable range and do not

impede with the deposition process.

After successful simulation and respective kinematic

analysis proving the suitability of the robot trajectory for the

repair process, the robot simulation environment allows the

generation of control code. A postprocessor translates the

generated robot program into the required robot language.

This enables the transfer of the control code to a real robot to

perform the deposition process. Finally, after the successful

simulation of the robot trajectory, the application of the

entire concept must be tested for representative use cases.

Results

This section presents the results of applying the overall

concept to representative use cases. The presented com-

ponent and damage geometries could serve as examples of

aircraft components. To validate the flexible use of the

repair concept, examples concerning the repair of a planar

cavity and a curved cavity are utilized. The terms planar

and curved are used to describe the local surface features of

the component and to simplify the classification of the

cavities. The planar cavity and the curved cavity both

contain rounded edges. While planar refers to a cavity on a

primarily planar component surface and a planar closing

surface, curved refers to a cavity on a primarily curved

component surface and a curved closing surface. The

proposed concept enables automated trajectory planning

and simulation of the process, which includes the simula-

tion of the material deposition and the kinematic analysis

of the robot motion to derive performance indicators. On

this basis, the following steps in the concept aim to auto-

matically analyze and improve the parameterization of the

process iteratively with respect to the given boundary

conditions, the cavity dimensions and the robot limits.

(i) The first step involves iteration of the spray trace dis-

tance. By varying the spray trace distance, the amount and

height of the deposited material are influenced in a con-

trolled manner and allow to minimize the deviation to the

nominal closing surface to ensure material efficiency. (ii)

The second step involves iteration of the powder feed rate

to control the resulting spray velocity profile. This setting

has an influence on local surface temperature and the

associated effects on cohesive coating strengths as well as

on residual stresses within the deposit. Particularly for the

latter, the spray velocity must be selected appropriately to

ensure the required deposit quality. In this concept, possi-

ble parameter ranges for spray trace distance and powder

feed rate as well as the desired target values for final

deposit deviation and mean spray velocity need to be

defined as requirements, including termination criterions.

The spray trace distance was set in the range of 2-4 mm

with a step size of 0.2 mm. The powder feed rate was set to

range from 10-100 g/min with a step size of 5 g/min.

Desired target values for mean final deposit deviation and

mean spray velocity by kinematic analysis were set to 0.1-

0.3 mm and 100-140 mm/s, respectively. The positive sign

of the mean final deposit deviation here is to ensure com-

plete filling of the cavity by a small amount of excess

material and to include a tolerance margin for post-ma-

chining. For the adaptive curved layer slicing, a maximum

layer thickness of 0.4 mm was set. A spiral path was

selected for path planning. The CS spot diameter was set to

8 mm, and aluminum alloy 6061 was selected as deposit

material. The deposition efficiency was set to 70%. In

combination with the given material density and the set

powder feed rate, the calculated required spray velocity

profile provides the buildup of the individual layers and the

required variable layer thicknesses by the desired dynamics

in the spray velocities. The boundary conditions for setting

the powder feed rate range between as high as possible and

Fig. 7 Kinematic analysis of the simulation example for a flat

substrate coating, (a) TCP values, (b) joint values
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as low as necessary without influencing particle accelera-

tion. The spray velocity should range between as low as

possible and as high as necessary, to incorporate targeted

deposit buildup, local heat input and associated residual

stresses. Since for the controlled repair, both objectives for

the powder feed rate and the spray velocity work in

opposing directions for the generation of a specific layer

thickness, a corresponding tradeoff must be established to

match these parameters accordingly. Thus, in order to

compensate for the increasing material deposition rate for a

given layer thickness, in this concept, an increase in the

powder feed rate is matched by a simultaneous increase in

the spray velocity, while both must fulfill the process-re-

lated boundary conditions. The limit for maximum spray

velocity was set to 300 mm/s to aim for adequate surface

temperature and avoid possible negative effects on poros-

ity. Normal vectors smoothing was applied to cope with

possible minor approximation errors by slicing and provide

a smooth robot motion.

Repair of a Planar Cavity

The example in Fig. 8 shows the repair of a volume with

planar starting surface with rounded edges and planar

closing surface. The cavity had a length of 27 mm and a

width of 21 mm. The maximum depth of the cavity was

1.26 mm, resulting in a total of 4 layers to produce

according to adaptive curved layer slicing.

In the first step, the spray trace distance was varied and

the resulting material efficiency was checked. An increas-

ing spray trace distance causes a decrease of the final

deposit height due to the increased distance between the

spray traces and therefore lower amount of overlapping.

However, the amount of overlap must not be too low,

otherwise areas will form in the final deposit where the

cavity is not completely filled. Figure 9 shows the iteration

steps for the spray trace distance to reach final deposit

surface close to the closing surface under efficient material

use. The initial spray trace distance was set to 2 mm with

an increase per iteration step of 0.2 mm. The iterative

simulations terminate automatically when the predefined

mean target values are reached. The resulting spray trace

distance in iteration step 5 was 2.8 mm. This resulted in a

mean deviation to the closing surface of 0.3 mm, so that

the resulting spray trace distance was parameterized for the

further process. The decreasing standard deviation indi-

cates a more uniform material deposition. Next, the powder

feed rate was varied to check the resulting mean spray

velocity. Starting with the highest powder feed rate, the

highest mean spray velocity is assigned to cope with the

demanded material deposition rate. Thus, decreasing the

Fig. 8 Example of a planar cavity before repair in the robot

simulation environment

Fig. 9 Deviation of the final deposit surface to the nominal closing

surface vs. increasing spray trace distance for the planar cavity. The

change in spray trace distance is described by the iterations and ends

when the termination criterion is fulfilled

Fig. 10 Mean spray velocity by kinematic analysis vs. decreasing

powder feed rate for the planar cavity. The change in powder feed rate

is described by the iterations and ends when the termination criterion

is fulfilled
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powder feed rate with proceeding iteration steps conse-

quently results in a decrease in the mean spray velocity.

Figure 10 shows the corresponding graph. The high stan-

dard deviations of the data in Fig. 10 are a consequence of

the intentional dynamics. At the edges, faster local spray

velocities are intended to deposit thinner local layer

thicknesses, while slower local spray velocities are used in

the center of the cavity. This is required to achieve shape

accuracy at rounded edges in terms of material efficiency.

It should be noted that reaching negative spray velocities

within the symmetric range of standard deviations, shown

in Fig. 10, has no physical meaning for the process. The

spray velocities are given as absolute values without

directions and are consequently always positive. Starting

from the set target value, iteration step 14 with a powder

feed rate of 35 g/min resulted in a mean spray velocity of

130.7 mm/s and was thus parameterized. In addition, there

is a tendency that decreasing the powder feed rate addi-

tionally contributes to an improvement of the material

efficiency, which can be explained by the set limit of the

maximum spray velocity of 300 mm/s. This set spray

velocity limit is not high enough for the highest powder

feed rates to achieve good material efficiency, but was

maintained due to higher prioritization of heat input,

effective surface temperature and thus deposit quality. At

the same time, an increase in spray trace distance results in

a small increase in mean spray velocity. This can be

explained by fewer passes per layer that follow for the

cavity surface at its fixed dimensions. Fewer passes result

in fewer turning points for the robot, and thus less

deceleration.

The example was next set with the determined param-

eters for spray trace distance and powder feed rate. Results

of the planar cavity example are depicted in Fig. 11. Fig-

ure 11(a) shows the calculated spray velocity profile to

specifically control the amount of deposited material.

Figure 11(b) depicts the generated final trajectory in

RoboDK. In Fig. 11(c) and (d), the material deposition is

illustrated. Calculated spray velocities for the controlled

material deposition resulted in a minimum value of

44.69 mm/s, a maximum value of 300 mm/s, and a mean

value of 174.49 mm/s. This dynamic in the profile of the

calculated spray velocity ensures the generation of variable

layer thicknesses and controlled material deposition.

Smoothing the normal vectors resulted in a mean deviation

from orthogonality of 2.78 �. The mean spray velocity

determined by the kinematic analysis was 146.41 mm/s,

which is below the calculated value of 174.49 mm/s. This

can be explained by the dynamics of the robot not being

sufficient to follow the spray velocity profile precisely for

the given dimensions of the cavity. The mean deviation to

the closing surface was 0.06 ± 0.23 mm. In summary, the

results prove the successful application of the proposed

concept, as the evaluated parameters are within an

acceptable range of the requirements.

Repair of a Curved Cavity

In this example, illustrated in Fig. 12, the starting surface

with rounded edges and the closing surface were both

curved. The curved cavity had a length of 56 mm and a

width of 19 mm. The maximum depth along the normal

direction of the cavity was 1.4 mm. The adaptive curved

layer slicing resulted in a total of 4 layers for filling the

cavity.

First, the spray trace distance and powder feed rate were

varied to fulfill the requirements. Figure 13 shows the mean

deviation between final deposit surface and nominal clos-

ing surface over the iterated spray trace distance for the

curved cavity example, which represents the material

efficiency. In iteration step 4, the spray trace distance was

2.6 mm and resulted in a mean deviation from the closing

surface of 0.17 mm. This spray trace distance value was

consequently parameterized for the following process.

Figure 14 shows the correlation between mean spray

velocity and the powder feed rate in the sequence of iter-

ation steps. The suitable kinematically analyzed mean

spray velocity of 126.7 mm/s was achieved at a powder

feed rate of 25 g/min, examined in iteration step 16. Both

of these examined parameters were set in the following

process.

Figure 15 shows the results of the curved cavity example

by applying the determined parameters for spray trace

distance and powder feed rate. The calculated spray

velocity profile and the generated final trajectory in

RoboDK are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively. The

material deposition is illustrated in Fig. 15(c) and (d). The

calculated spray velocities resulted in a minimum value of

31.9 mm/s, a maximum value of 300 mm/s, and a mean

value of 134.73 mm/s. In comparison with the previous

repair example, the lower mean spray velocity indicates the

higher mean layer thicknesses that inevitably result with

the same number of layers and a deeper cavity. Normal

vector smoothing resulted in a mean deviation to orthog-

onality of 2.14�. The determined mean spray velocity by

the kinematic analysis was 122.17 mm/s, which is in range

to the calculated value of 134.73 mm/s. Due to the larger

dimensions of the cavity compared to the previous exam-

ple, larger distances of acceleration for the robot were

given. This enabled the robot to follow the calculated spray

velocity profile more precisely. The mean deviation to the

closing surface was 0.08 ± 0.5 mm. In summary, the

results demonstrate the successful application of the con-

cept for CS repair for a planar and curved cavity example,

indicating the utility and flexibility of this concept.
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Fig. 11 Simulation results of the concept for the planar cavity,

(a) calculated spray velocity profile, (b) final spiral trajectory in the

robot simulation environment, (c) planar cavity before material

deposition, (d) material deposit in the planar cavity. Please note the

different scales in the xy-plane and the z-axis of the thickness

Fig. 12 Example of a curved cavity before repair in the robot

simulation environment

Fig. 13 Deviation of the final deposit surface to the nominal closing

surface vs. increasing spray trace distance for the curved cavity. The

change in spray trace distance is described by the iterations and ends

when the termination criterion is fulfilled
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Discussion

The present work provides a concept for automated path

and trajectory planning for repair by robot-guided CS. The

individual steps of the concept enable to adapt material

deposition to cavity geometries and to convert it into a

suitable robot motion, while considering the secondary,

kinematic parameters as well as efficient material use. The

concept additionally includes an iterative analysis and

improvement of the parameterization, which ensures a

suitable repair process. Overall, the presented results

demonstrate the feasibility of the concept. The parameter-

ization illustrated here is specific to the repair examples.

However, the overall concept offers the flexibility to adjust

the parameterization by incorporating different parameters,

boundary conditions, and desired target values to consider

variable geometries and repair requirements.
Fig. 14 Mean spray velocity by kinematic analysis vs. decreasing

powder feed rate for the curved cavity. The change in powder feed

rate is described by the iterations and ends when the termination

criterion is fulfilled

Fig. 15 Simulation results of the concept for the curved cavity,

(a) calculated spray velocity profile, (b) final spiral trajectory in the

robot simulation environment, (c) curved cavity before material

deposition, (d) material deposit in the curved cavity. Please note the

different scales in the xy-plane and the z-axis of the thickness
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However, the current concept contains certain sim-

plifications and assumptions, which are now under

practical investigation. Thus, current investigations refer

to real cold spray experiments to validate the concept.

These analyses concern the dynamics (forces, inertia,

and friction) of the robot, which are so far not included

in the simulation of the kinematics of the robot motion.

In addition, it should be clarified whether changes of the

spray trace distance might cause wavier surface

topographies that can have disadvantages on the subse-

quent material buildup and shape accuracy, which is not

yet included in the concept. Surface waviness would

impair shape accuracy and might cause local deviations

from orthogonal spray angle. Apart from above, surface

waviness can also pose a challenge to the current metric

for evaluating cavity filling. The mean deviation might

include a balancing effect between locally missing and

locally deposited excess material zones, which cannot be

detected. To address this issue, a refined approach could

assess the pointwise deviation between the final deposit

surface and the nominal closing surface. Integrating

pointwise validation into the iterative nature of the

concept in combination with additional restrictions of

local deviations could avoid compensation of deviations

and thus ensure precise material deposition and associ-

ated cavity filling. In addition, the spray trace distance

might also affect the effective surface temperature. A

high overlap at small spray trace distance would result

in a more concentrated cumulative heat input and thus

higher surface temperature. Conversely, a small overlap

would result in a more distributed heat input and lower

surface temperature. Consequently, the spray trace dis-

tance should be specifically controlled in terms of ther-

mal management and finding the adequate balance

between surface heating and induced thermal stresses. As

a further influencing variable, the layer thickness could

be considered in the slicing step to also specifically

control the resulting process. Thinner layer thicknesses

would correspond to faster spray velocities and thus less

local heat input. This could be beneficial for inducing

fewer thermal stresses. On the other hand, deposit

qualities might be affected by missing deformation of

less softened surfaces. In addition, the use of fast spray

velocities also depends on the dynamic capabilities of

the robot. The other extreme could be investigated by

higher layer thicknesses, resulting in slower spray

velocities. In conclusion, it is necessary to apply the

presented concept by CS laboratory experiments and to

investigate the influence of trajectories on relevant

deposit properties.

Conclusion and Outlook

Robot-guided cold spraying provides flexible control and

automation of the material deposition. This enables the

application of cold spraying as a repair technique for

locally damaged components. However, to enable precise

material deposition, a concept for handling the cold spray

gun by industrial robots is required. In order to achieve the

best possible material deposition, corresponding parame-

terization of the cold spray process and the handling robot

is required. In addition, the complexity of choosing the

right parameterization requires a comprehensive concept

for planning, simulation and execution of the repair

process.

This work presents a concept for automated path and

trajectory planning for the automated repair of damaged

components by cold spraying. The concept includes flexi-

ble path and trajectory planning, adaptable to different

damage shapes, component geometries and cold spray

parameterizations. Material deposition and robot kinemat-

ics are simulated and analyzed as performance indicators

for required deposit quality and efficient material use to

validate the suitability of the trajectory. Variable parame-

terizations and boundary conditions are considered with

respect to the required high quality of cold spraying as well

as the efficient use of the deposition material. In this pro-

cess, predefined boundary conditions are incorporated to

provide the most suitable trajectory for the individual

repair case. The results demonstrate the successful appli-

cation of the presented concept for cavity examples in flat

and curved surface components.

Next steps under progress concern practical validation

of this concept by laboratory cold spray experiments. In

addition to geometric conformity, the experiments and

subsequent analyses will aim to investigate the influences

of the trajectories on deposit microstructures and proper-

ties. The research activities also focus on improving the

automation of the repair process by robot-guided cold

spraying using mathematical optimization. Integrating

mathematical optimization will enable more sophisticated

objectives and constraints, such as considering pointwise

deviation to ensure accurate filling of cavities and directly

accounting for possible robot limitations. This integration

of mathematical optimization is expected to further

improve the quality of deposits and material efficiency in

robot-guided cold spraying. This concept will then be

integrated into an overall robot-guided cold spray repair

system and, with the integration of all supporting sub-

processes, enable an automated repair process by cold

spraying. Apart from that, most of the process routines can
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also be adapted for cold spray additive manufacturing,

opening up a new branch of process automation.
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